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Context

INSPIRE directive of 2007

Whilst INSPIRE is based on the infrastructures of the Member 
States, the INSPIRE Directive also requires that: 

“The Commission shall establish and operate an INSPIRE 
geo-portal at Community level”.

In addition Article 15(2) of the Directive requires: 

“Member States shall provide access to the services 
referred to in Article 11(1) through the INSPIRE geo-
portal referred to in paragraph 1. Member States may 
also provide access to those services through their own 
access points.”



System Highlights: 

Scope (EC’s expectations)

� Design and implement a web-based geo-portal
– Providing a specific entry point to and offering client access functionality to INSPIRE network services from 

the EU Member States with a focus on discovery and view services;
– That goes beyond the traditional SDI portal concept (as e.g. implemented in the current geo-portal prototype) and 

provides users with a user friendly interface for an enhanced experience allowing them to easily find and access 
spatial data and services;

– That is modular, scalable and based on open standards and taking into account the benefits of an Open 
Source solution;

– That interfaces through open standards with additional services such as registries and thesauri needed for its 

operation or for enhancing its operation.

– That relies on the Institutional and scientific background, is compliant with the technical requirements given in the INSPIRE 
Directive and Implementing Rules (IR) and Technical guidance documents and 
complies with all the system requirements outlined in this tender;

– Define the processes for updating (in particular to deploy new network services) and maintaining of the geo-
portal, once the contract is finished.

� The implementation of GEMET thesaurus and INSPIRE registers. Examples of these services 

are registries (e.g. code list registries, Coordinate Reference System registries), thesauri (GEMET) and gazetteers.

That’s much detail. And there are even more requirements�



What is the user supposed to do 

with it ?



System Highlights:

Scope (user perspective)

Access INSPIRE spatial datasets and services

through a unique entry point, with seamless

integration of member states’ services, enabling

multi-lingual searches, iterative refinement of

result sets and cross-border combination of

datasets in customized user maps.



Portal Basics



Architecture:

Overall picture



Architecture:

MS Network Services

�The system must integrate discovery (catalogue) and 
view (map) services of 27 member states

�The services are expected to follow OGC standards 
and hopefully the INSPIRE Technical Guidance 3.0 
(now 3.1)

�The network services are aggregated through 
appropriate proxy services



Components

WP:  Web Portal

PS:   Proxy 

Systems

REG: Registry

Don’t worry: we 

won’t discuss it 

allJ.



- Simple access (less is more), InteractiveDiscovery all on one page

- Not only results, but also search hints are partly based on meta-data

- GeoNavigation: User can combine maps from search results

- Additional: Share maps with other users

WP - Webportal



WP - Webportal

- Based on plone CMS

- Implements InteractiveDiscovery and 

GeoNavigation as independent Javascript 

modules

- Multilingual UI

- Uses (enhanced) OGC protocols for 

communication with the proxies



Proxies: MS Network 
Services Caching

- The proxy services are highly specialized for this purpose (it’s not just an http 

cache) and differ for Discovery and View Services

- The proxy services have a local cache

- The proxy services must be able to access the MS network services



PS.C.DiscoveryServiceProxy

- Based on deegree 3.x CSW

- WP: InteractiveDiscovery searches need more than “plain OGC”:

- Added multi-lingual harvester, translates keywords to codes

- Added anticipative counting of results (within CSW requests)

- But WP still uses standard CSW requests!

- Cache: Fast, geospatial DB based, searches and indexes

- Harvester supports plugins, implements:

- PS.I.DS.CSW_ISOAP: OGC CSW 2.0.2 ISO AP

- PS.I.DS.INSPIRE_ISOAP: INSPIRE Discovery Service TG v3



PS.C.ViewServiceProxy

- Based on deegree 3.x WMTS

- WP GeoNavigation uses fix INSPIRECRS84QUAD tile matrix set

- Cache: file-based, uses the same tile matrix set

- Supports on-the-fly reprojection, if needed

- Supports forwarding of authentication information

- Supports forwarding of language parameter

- Connects to all kind of INSPIRE View services:

- PS.I.VS.WMS111: OGC WMS 1.1.1

- PS.I.VS.WMS130: OGC WMS 1.3.0

- PS.I.VS.INSPIRE_WMTS: INSPIRE View Service TG v3

- PS.I.VS.INSPIRE_ISO19128: INSPIRE View Service TG v3



Metadata Harvesting:

Basic Workflow

- Member State administrator adds 

Discovery Services URLs to base 

services register

- Harvester retrieves metadata sets from 

these services and extracts more 

Discovery and View Services URLs (loop)

- Harvester populates network services 

register

- Harvester retrieves View Services 

capabilities documents and populates 

capabilities register



Metadata Harvesting:

Adding Value

- Validate metadata sets: Schema 

validation + semantical checks according 

to Metadata IR and Discovery Services 

Technical Guidance

- Validate services capabilities

- Generate errors or warnings report and 

deliver to contact point

- Derive language-neutral keyword

indexes by using GEMET thesaurus, 

code list registers and semantic 

keyword matchers

- Establish coupling of data and services 

(layers)



Map Cache

- Map cache to speed up the portal's 

viewer

- Filled on demand based on user 

requests

- Tile-based: Access by internal WMTS 

instance

- Homogeneous CRS: CRS84

- Reprojection and tiling on demand

- Cache properties settings in registry



InteractiveDiscovery principles



Interactive Discovery 

on one page



Interactive Discovery 

UI elements interactions



UI Design Details: Autocompletion

The fusion of different functions like input of search parameters, 

result list display and geographical result preview allows a higher 

level of interaction between the various UI elements, than for a 

design based on multiple pages. In that way, an innovative search 

dialog enables the easy and step-by-step refinement of search 

results. Furthermore the user is supported by suggestions from the 

multi-lingual Thesaurus and other code lists:



The language the user uses to define his search queries is then 

completely independent from the original language of the metadata 

record:

Enabling cross-language searches 

(1)



And the catalogue result sets are not dependent from the user’s 

“query language”, too. This means, that thanks to multilanguage, 

exact & semantic keyword matching during harvesting, cross-

language searches are made possible by the extended CSW 

component.

Enabling cross-language searches 

(2)



This ensures that users can search for Geodata beyond language 

barriers and has the positive side-effect, to introduce the user in a 

natural way to use more structured searches: he has the freedom to 

only use the "What?" input field, but the use of the suggestion lists 

binds the chosen keywords implicitly to the relative search field of 

the metadata record and enhances significantly the quality of search 

results. This keeps also "visually synchronized" the "What?" field 

with the advanced search, if opened by the user.

Enabling cross-language searches 

(3)



- Present the number of results to 
be expected upon the current query 
settings (dynamically counted!)

- Background: Functional extension 
to the portal's internal CSW. 
Candidate for further 

standardization?

Anticipative counting of expected 

results (1)



Anticipative counting of expected 

results (2)



Other flashlights



Home



Browse catalogue



Workspaces

- Users can permanently select records for further elaboration

- Such “workspaces” can be saved, named, deleted

- Forms the basis for user combined maps 

- The workspaces (inclusive map definitions) can be shared 

among users



Combine maps

- A common CRS ensures cross-border combinations of maps

- In case of WMTS this translates to INSPIRECRS84QUAD

- Users can change 

order, visibility and 

transparancy

- Visible layers based 

on the selections done 

in Interactive 

Discovery



Open source

The portal is based on many OSS 

products.

The main components with re-use 

potential are developed under open 

source licenses, partly within existing 

projects (deegree), partly new (portal 

web components).

JS1



Slide 32

JS1 Can we state this (still)?
Jens Stutte, 6/4/2012



Lessons Learned

&

Outlook



Interactive Discovery

Lessons Learned

The innovative combination of query definition, result list, map and 
„shopping cart“ on a single page offers possibilities to interactively 
refine and preserve search results, that classically designed 
Geoportals do not offer as such. Furthermore the multi- and cross-
language search capabilities enable pan-european searches, that 
before were not really possible and enables users to find & 
compare results between countries even without knowing the 
relative language. Altogether this results in an intuitive yet efficient 
access to the metadata.

This UI, that now seems such natural and easy, is the result of 
many design iterations and discussions together with users and 
stakeholders, first of all JRC and Eurostat. Though planned to be 
operational as this, it is still subject to further analysis of possible 
refinements and enhancements.
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